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Press Release: National IR Conference

XLRI conducts is 6th National Industrial Relations Conference

XLRI Jamshedpur, 11th January, 2014:The 6th National IR conference organised by FIRE@X (Forum for
industrial relations at XLRI) saw the participation of eminent academicians, industry experts, union
activists, and budding managers from premium institutes like TISS, XIMB, XISS Ranchi and IIM Ranch
apart from the host institute XLRI, providing a platform for a stimulating discussion on the theme
‘Changing workforce and the transforming IR scenario’. Professor E A Ramaswamy an eminent
academician and a stalwart in the field of Indian Industrial Relations was the guest of honour. The
keynote address was delivered by Mr.Ramkumar Executive Director ICICI Bank Ltd who is responsible
for Human Resources and Operations. He emphasized upon the importance of the managers being
the custodians of the people who are working under them, and also of the capital of the
shareholders. He also raised pertinent questions about the increasing use of contract labour in
organizations and the increasing use of hire and fire policies used. He explicated that the role of the
managers was to ensure social justice and productivity of capital. While the first day witnessed an
engrossing panel discussion on “Changing Workforce- their aspirations and expectations” amongst
bigwigs like Mr. Alfred Osta, EVP, Mahinda& Mahindra, Dr. Debi Saini from MDI, GautamMody,
General secretary, NTUI, Dr.Prasenjit Bose, Social activist and Dr. N. Ernesto from IIM-A, the second
day had the audience captivated by the panel discussion on the theme ,’Management in an era of
globalization’ with speakers like Mr.DharmRakshit, AVP, MondelezInternational, Prof. Jerome Joseph
from IIM-A, Mr.KarthikShekhar from UNITES, Mr.N.Vasudevan, President, NTUI, Mr.SalilLal, Head ER,
Maruti Suzuki, Manesar plant, Prof.Ratna Sen, HOD, IISWBM and Mr.P.N.Prasad, Chief-HRM, TATA
Steel. Both the panel discussions witnessed some stimulating exchange of ideas by the enthusiastic
participants. The conference also saw the final round of the Inter B-School Paper presentation
competition, Sameeksha, where 6 teams out of the more than 50 which had applied for it, vied for
the top spot. While IIM-Ranchi walked away with the first prize in the competition, XLRI bagged the
second spot with FMS trailing close behind at the third spot. The conference, which had been
envisioned by the institute and the students of the committee with the hope of portraying industrial
relations in the contemporary context, concluded with the hope of having created a spark related to
industrial relations in all the students and guests present there.
About FIRE@X: FIRE@X Team of XLRI is one of the few committees across B-Schools of the country
that focuses entirely on promotion of Industrial Relations. The committee plays an active role in
organizing events which act as a source of promotion for Industrial relations. Apart from organizing
several intra-college and inter-college events, the committee also organizes a National Industrial
Relations Conference which sees participation from the some of the biggest names in the world of IR.
About XLRI:XLRI is the country’s premier management institute and has been consistently ranked
among the top B-schools, alongside the IIMs. The college is one of the most prefered destinations for
those wishing to learn the ropes of management.
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XLRI organizes "Reflections 2014"
22nd January, 2014: XLRI – Xavier School of Management today hosted the second Annual
Conference on How Parents and Children View Life - "Reflections 2014". The conference
themed “I Am Justified" was organized by SAMARTHYA, the human potential center at XLRI
and the youth wing of Centre for Education Management, Leadership and Research (CEMLR,
XLRI).
The event was attended by Fr. E. Abraham, S.J, Director at XLRI along with Principals,
teachers, students of different schools in Jamshedpur and also the parents. The major schools
were MNPS, DAV Bistupur, DBMS, Loyola, JH Tarapore, Little Flower, Rajendra Vidyalaya,
Beldih church School, JPS and Chinmaya Vidyalaya. A total of 100 students and 21 teachers
and parents attended the conference. The conference opened with the traditional lighting of
the lamp, and a keynote speech by the Chief Guest – Ms. Ruchi Narendran, Chairperson
SAFE, Vice-President AIWC, and Managing Trustee- JEM Foundation.
Prof. ISF. Irudayaraj, XLRI commented on the occasion, “The conference aims to bring all the
stakeholders in the field of education i.e. Principals, teachers, students and parents to a common
platform to discuss how to help school children to cope with their problems and to help them
understand the need to develop a positive perspective towards life in general. Last year we
had participation from 19 schools of Jamshedpur.”
The students, teachers and parents were then divided into various groups to have discussions
on relevant issues related to the theme of the conference with a panelist in each group. The
discussions were lively with a serious participation from everyone. After a tea break, all the
groups came together for an open panel discussion with experts. The representatives of each
groups first expressed the conclusions from their discussions in the most candid and
expressive manner. The most interesting and thought provoking views were those of students
as they said – we know our parents love us and want our good, but then they must realize we
also want our own good, maybe in some different ways though! This was followed by an open
panel discussion with experts. The experts present were Ms. Nandita Sinha, education
consultant and counselor, Dr. Sanjay Aggarwal, Head, psychiatrist center, Tata Memorial
Hospital and Ms. Shalini Sharma, Senior Faculty, Loyola School. The experts spoke about
how the times have changed drastically. Though the basic needs of these young people may
be same, that of ‘expressing the desire to be liked’, the way of expression have changed. The
friendships are becoming more ‘online’ than real. The kids of today are experiencing an early
growth, even in terms of attaining puberty. This is not being matched by emotional
development; hence there is a gap between the two, which creates problems. The participants
listened to the expert views and an enriching question answer round ensued.
The students also participated in a collage making competition in the lawns of XLRI, and came
up with some colorful and insightful versions of their thoughts on career, lifestyle and
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friendship. The conference ended with the chief guest, and the experts emphasizing on how
important such initiatives are in the present time, to ensure a balanced development of youth.
Samarthya is an initiative started by a group of few students of the year 2011-13 BM and HRM
batch in January last year to help school students realize their full potential by focusing on
social and emotional learning. The model of Samarthya consists of group sessions delivered
by a team of Samarthya facilitators for VIII to Xth class school going students in Jamshedpur.
They help our children at various schools in varied ways by conducting workshops on
Meaning of Life, Understanding Parents' Love and Concerns, Developing Healthy Perspectives
of Life in general and relationship among their classmates in particular, Managing their
Emotions and anger etc. Samarthya was recently formalized in December by Fr. Abraham,
Director XLRI. It is now recognized as the official Youth Wing of the 'Centre for Education
Management, Leadership and Research' (CEMR). The initiative achieved widespread
recognition among the schools in Jamshedpur today.
The program is currently running in three schools in Jamshedpur. The forum has dedicated
members for each class in a school. The idea to have dedicated members for each class is to
ensure continuity and progress while creating a sort of buddy system for the school children.
The school sessions and the conference(s) are steps for Samarthya to achieve its vision –
“Enabling the youth in realizing their full potential”.
About XLRI
XLRI is a premier, private management institute in India founded in 1949 by Fr Quinn Enright, S.J. in
the Steel city of Jamshedpur, Jharkhand. Over the last six decades, XLRI has helped shape responsible
business leaders who serve organizations of repute across the globe. As an
institution, XLRI continually strives to contribute its mite to the professional growth and management
of innumerable organizations that serve the public - especially organized industry sectors, labour
welfare, service agencies engaged in rural development, education, health and other public systems.
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XLRI announces admission to Three-Year Part-Time, Post-Graduate Diploma
in Business Management (PGDM-BM) Program for Working Executives &
Business Owners for 2014-17
Last date of receipt of application with payments is 28 February, 2014
The fee structure for this programme is Rs.9.5 lakhs to be paid in installments as decided by
the institute.
The AICTE approved programme „Postgraduate Diploma in Management for Working
Executives & Business Owners’ is a three year, part-time, evening program in Business
Management designed and developed for working professionals and business owners, aims
to impart highest quality management education while continuing with their current work.
The programme to commence from third week of May, 2014.
28th January 2014: XLRI - Xavier School of Management in India announces admission to the
‘Post-Graduate Diploma in Business Management (PGDM-BM) Program for Working
Executives & Business Owners’ for the batch 2014 to 2017. The three year, part-time, evening
programme, approved by AICTE, imparts the rigor of a full-time programme through 900 plus
hours of class room interaction, but spread over 3 academic years to accommodate the timeconstraints of a working executive or a business owner. It allows the working professionals, who
are willing to stretch out a bit, to acquire the highest quality management education while
continuing with their current work.
The Last date of receipt of application with payments is 28th February, 2014. The written
examination is to take place on 16th March and the interviews are to happen from 6th to 20th April,
2014.
Fr. E Abraham S.J., Director of XLRI commented on the announcement “The programme has
been designed to facilitate two-way learning; thus, while participating in the programme, the
students can get many opportunities to apply the conceptual insights gained in the classroom to
their respective workplace on a day-to-day basis. The programme also attempts to balance the
work-life pressures and classroom-learning rigour for students by scheduling the class timings
during late evenings and weekends, thereby providing breaks in-between terms, and reducing
academic work-load during financial year endings”.
The fees of the programme amounts to Rs. 9.5 lakhs, is payable in installments as decided by the
institute. The classes are scheduled to commence from the 3rd week of May, 2014.
“Although we are in business for quite some time but we mostly remain in our narrow silos of
managing operations and sometime have a skewed vision of business and world around us. This
course offers excellent learning opportunity in all aspects of business. We get exposed to various
new practices that are being innovated or adapted in the industry- be it in financial management,
operation management or any other field. We also get opportunity of learning from our peers from
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different industries having varied background and vast experience. Faculties from the institute have
enriched our journey of learning by virtue of their experience and excellence”, said Ms. Adity
Ganguly, Head, Process Technology Group, Tata Steel and student of PGDM-BM
programme (2012-15 batch).
“XLRI has provided me with an opportunity to inculcate innovative and strategic thinking. It has
broadened my mind to different perspective in business which will help me to take on the big fish in
this competitive environment. It has further given me the confidence and conviction to venture out
and take risks and become a successful entrepreneur” said Mr. Pankaj Kumar Singh,
Entrepreneur- M/s K.I. Agro Products & M/s K Impression and student of PGDM-BM
programme (2012-15 batch).
Candidates having three years Bachelors degree or equivalent in any discipline recognized by a
University or a Deemed University and a minimum work experience of two years in
supervisory/executive role in organizations or a business owner as on 30th April, 2014 are eligible
to apply for this programme. Applicants are not required to take XAT or any common entrance
examination for this programme; however, if the applicants have appeared in any of the well
established, credible management entrance examination in the last two years, they are encouraged
to send their scores along with the application.
Contact:
PGDM (BM) Part-Time Office, XLRI
Phone: +91-657-6653333/ 6653031
Email: bmpadmission@xlri.ac.in
Website: www.xlri.ac.in/evening
About XLRI
XLRI is a premier, private management institute in India founded in 1949 by Fr Quinn Enright, S.J. in the
Steel city of Jamshedpur, Jharkhand. Over the last six decades, XLRI has helped shape responsible business
leaders who serve organizations of repute across the globe. As an institution, XLRI continually strives to
contribute its mite to the professional growth and management of innumerable organizations that serve the
public - especially organized industry sectors, labour welfare, service agencies engaged in rural
development, education, health and other public systems.
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The second semester of Global MBA Programme commences at XLRI
Mr. H.M. Nerurkar, MD- Tata Steel and Chairman, XLRI’s Board of Governors, flags off India’s
first truly Global MBA program in the institute’s new International Center
16th January, 2014: The second semester of the first ever ‘Global MBA Programme’ launched in
partnership by three leading management institutions in the world- XLRI, Jamshedpur- India,
Weatherhead School of Management of Case Western University, Cleveland- USA and School of
Economics & Management of Tongji University, Shanghai- China commences at XLRI- Xavier
School of Management.
Mr. H.M. Nerurkar, MD- Tata Steel and Chairman, XLRI’s Board of Governors, inaugurates Indian
leg of the program in the institute’s newly constructed state-of-the-art International Center. The
event was attended by the pioneering class of 47 students from five countries- India, China, USA,
Belgium and Iran in presence of Fr. E Abraham, S. J. Director of XLRI, Dr. Jittu Singh, Chairman of
International Relations at XLRI and Director of the Global MBA program and other dignitaries.
Prior to this, the cohort of students started the first semester of the programme in Shanghai, China
in August, 2013 and after the completion of the second semester in India in April, 2014 they will
be travelling to Case Western University, Cleveland, USA for the third semester. Thereafter, students
will return to their respective ‘home schools’ for their final semester to complete courses in line
with their local graduation requirements.
Welcoming the students and guests on the occasion, Dr. Jittu Singh, Chairman of International
Relations and Director of the Global MBA program, pointed out in his introductory address
that the Global MBA program was conceived with multiple objectives in mind. Apart from
developing proficiency in the functional disciplines of management, it aims to develop a new breed
of executives well versed in different cultures, and capable of being effective anywhere. It also
seeks to build bridges of understanding to connect India, China and USA—three of the most
important countries in today’s world.
In his inaugural address, Mr. Nerurkar pointed out that the business world is rapidly becoming
borderless. Products may be manufactured in one country for markets in another country or
continent; and the talent required for related activities may be sourced from several nations.
Under these circumstances, it is essential that corporate executives develop a broader global
mindset than in yesteryears when businesses tended to be localized. He too emphasized the need
for firms to go beyond profit-making to identify themselves with, and enrich, the communities in
which they operate.
Fr. E. Abraham, Director of XLRI, spoke with justifiable pride about the huge investments the
institute has made in upgrading and expanding its infrastructure for its various ongoing as well as
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the Global MBA programs. He cited the new International Center as an example. Added to it soon
will be a new Learning Center with state-of-the-art classrooms, and a new residence to
accommodate 400 students. He also highlighted the Jesuit mission to develop socially conscious
citizens.
The distinctive feature of the program is the opportunity it provides to students of different
nationalities to live together, study together, travel together, and play together—and learn from
the best that each of the three schools has to offer. In addition to the functional disciplines of
management, they are expected to gain first-hand experience of organizational life in each country
through internships in local companies.
On successful completion of the MBA program, students of each nationality group will receive the
degree of their ‘home school’ along with a certificate awarded jointly by the three partners.
Interested students can also acquire a formal degree or diploma from any one of the foreign
schools by completing some additional courses in the respective schools.
About XLRI
XLRI is a premier, private management institute in India founded in 1949 by Fr Quinn Enright, S.J. in the
Steel city of Jamshedpur, Jharkhand. Over the last six decades, XLRI has helped shape responsible business
leaders who serve organizations of repute across the globe. As an institution, XLRI continually strives to
contribute its mite to the professional growth and management of innumerable organizations that serve
the public - especially organized industry sectors, labour welfare, service agencies engaged in rural
development, education, health and other public systems.
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XLRI ORGANIZES “MAXI FAIR 2014”
16 January 2014: XLRI, the premier private B School in India is all set to host the ‘35thMAXI Fair’, one of the
biggest and most respected marketing events in the B-school circuit onthe 19thand 20th January, 2014 in
Jamshedpur. XLRI MAXI Fair commonly known as the Jamshedpur Mela is a much awaited annual event for
everyone in the Steel City, Jamshedpur.
The 2-day marketing extravaganza, conducted by the Marketing Association of XLRI (MAXI) boasts of a rich
legacy of over 3 decades and attracts an audience of over 5000 people every year. The event has now got
bigger than ever and has been launched at an all-India level enabling students from B-schools all across the
country to battle it out for thechance to take up Live Research Projects from the likes of HUL, ITC and Airtel.
XLRI ‘MAXI Fair’ pioneered the concept of Disguised Market Research and has been commended by the likes
of Philip Kotler and Theodore Levitt. In addition to having an enviable client base comprising of corporate
giants like HUL, P&G, ITC, GSK, Nestle, Cadbury, Coca-Cola, and PepsiCo, MAXI Fair now boasts of an ISO 90012000 certification as well.
The Research Design phase which precedes the actual event has already begun and XLRI ‘MAXI Fair 2014’ is all
set to surpass the previous versions with its scale, grandeur and success.
The event was officially inaugurated by Mr. joy Bhattacharjya (Director, Kolkata Knight Riders), Mr. Rudrarup
Datta (Head of Marketing and Operations at Viacom 18 Motions Pictures) and Mr. AkashBanerji (AVP
Marketing for Sports Network at Star India) at the MAXI Mindscapes conference on “The Marketing of
Entertainment” held at the XLRI Campus.
The event would witness performances by the Runner Up at The Great Indian Laughter Challenge, Mr.
Ahsaan Qureshi. With fun activities like paintball, zorbing, video games, for the youth, merry go round, games,
Mickey Mouse, fancy dress competition for the children and handicrafts and exotic delicacies to cater to all
palates, the MAXI Fair 2014 truly promises a memorable experience.
About MAXI
The Marketing Association of XLRI, or MAXI as it fondly known, is the oldest committee on campus. Started
over thirty years ago, MAXI's mandate is simple - popularise the field of Marketing at XLRI. This is achieved
through a mixture of competitive events, talks, interaction sessions, conferences and of course, the worldrenowned MAXI Fair. It is often said that Marketing is something that needs to be experienced rather than
studied, and MAXI uses this as one of its guiding principles. All events conducted by MAXI are designed to give
students a deep, working insight into what Marketing is really about. MAXI is possibly the best-known and
most respected committee, both within and outside XLRI. This standing is a result of constant innovation - be
it in the more famous form of MAXI Fair, or other initiatives like Mindscapes - India's first seminar on the
applications of Behavioural Research in Marketing.
About XLRI
XLRI Jamshedpur is a premier, private management school in the country founded in 1949 by Fr
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Quinn Enright, S.J. in the Steel city of Jamshedpur, Jharkhand. Over the last few decades, XLRI has striven to
contribute its best to the professional growth and management of innumerable institutions that serve the
public, especially organized industry, labour, service agencies engaged in rural development, education, health
and other public systems.
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‘6th National Industrial Relations Conference’ concludes at XLRI
14th January, 2014: XLRI – Xavier School of Management recently concluded the ‘6th
National Industrial Relations Conference’. Organized by FIRE@X (Forum for industrial
relations at XLRI) witnessed participation of eminent academicians, industry experts, union
activists, and budding managers from premium institutes like TISS, XIMB,FMS, XISS Ranchi
and IIM Ranchi apart from the host institute XLRI, providing a platform for a stimulating
discussion on the theme ‘Changing workforce and the transforming IR scenario’.
In the keynote address delivered by Mr. Ramkumar, Executive Director ICICI Bank Ltd, he
emphasized upon the importance of the managers being the custodians of the people who are
working under them, and also of the capital of the shareholders. He also raised pertinent
questions about the increasing use of contract labour in organizations and the increasing use
of hire and fire policies used. He explicated that the role of the managers was to ensure social
justice and productivity of capital. Mr. Ramkumar is also responsible for Human Resources
and Operations of ICICI Bank Ltd. Professor E. A. Ramaswamy, eminent academician and a
stalwart in the field of Indian Industrial Relations was the guest of honour.
While the first day witnessed an engrossing panel discussion on “Changing Workforce- their
aspirations and expectations” amongst bigwigs like Mr. Alfred Osta, EVP- Mahinda &
Mahindra, Dr. Debi Saini from MDI, Gautam Mody, General secretary, NTUI, Dr. Prasenjit
Bose, Social activist and Dr. N. Ernesto from IIM-A, the second day had the audience
captivated by the panel discussion on the theme “Management in an era of globalization”
with speakers like Mr. Dharm Rakshit, AVP, Mondelez International, Prof. Jerome Joseph
from IIM-A, Mr. Karthik Shekhar from UNITES, Mr. N. Vasudevan, President, NTUI, Mr. Salil
Lal, Head ER, Maruti Suzuki, Manesar plant, Prof. Ratna Sen, HOD, IISWBM and Mr. P. N.
Prasad, Chief-HRM, TATA Steel. Both the panel discussions witnessed some stimulating
exchange of ideas by the enthusiastic participants.
The final round of the Inter B-School Paper presentation competition – Sameeksha was also
held during the conference, where 6 teams out of the more than 50 which had applied for it,
vied for the top spot. While IIM-Ranchi walked away with the first prize in the competition,
XLRI bagged the second spot with FMS trailing close behind at the third spot.
The conference, which had been envisioned by the institute and the students of the committee
with the objective of underscoring the increasing relevance of industrial relations in the
contemporary context, concluded with the hope of re-igniting the spark vis-a-vis industrial
relations amongst all the students and guests present.
About FIRE@X: FIRE@X Team of XLRI is one of the few committees across B-Schools of the
country that focuses entirely on promotion of Industrial Relations. The committee plays an
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active role in organizing events which act as a source of promotion for Industrial relations.
Apart from organizing several intra-college and inter-college events, the committee also
organizes a National Industrial Relations Conference which sees participation from the some
of the biggest names in the world of IR.
About XLRI: XLRI is a premier, private management institute in India founded in 1949 by Fr
Quinn Enright, S.J. in the Steel city of Jamshedpur, Jharkhand. Over the last six decades, XLRI
has helped shape responsible business leaders who serve organizations of repute across the
globe. As an institution, XLRI continually strives to contribute its mite to the professional
growth and management of innumerable organizations that serve the public - especially
organized industry sectors, labour welfare, service agencies engaged in rural development,
education, health and other public systems.
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XLRI hosts “MAXI Mindscapes 2014”
9th January, 2014: XLRI- Xavier School of Management will be hosting ‘MAXI Mindscapes
2014’ tomorrow, 10th January, 2014 at XLRI Campus, Jamshedpur. The conference is
themed on "Marketing of Entertainment"
The symposium, organized by the Marketing Association of XLRI, popularly called MAXI shall
witness experts from the industry and academia share the platform to delve into different
avenues the field of entertainment and its marketing. Stalwarts in the field of marketing like
Mr. Joy Bhattacharya - Director, Kolkata Knight Riders; Mr. Rudrarup Datta - Head of
Marketing and Operations at Viacom 18 Motions Pictures and Mr. Akash Banerji - AVP
Marketing for Sports Network at Star India Pvt. Ltd are to be the speakers on the occasion.
“The evolution of entertainment and its bond with the masses poses a challenge to marketing
executives in the field of entertainment. Through this symposium, we seek to explore the
umpteen dimensions of entertainment and its marketing”, commented Prof. Sanjeev Varshney
- Area Chaiperson- Marketing at XLRI.
The event also marks the launch of ‘35th MAXI Fair’ to be held in XLRI on the 18th and 19th
of January, 2014.
About XLRI: XLRI is a premier, private management institute in India founded in 1949 by Fr
Quinn Enright, S.J. in the Steel city of Jamshedpur, Jharkhand. Over the last six decades, XLRI
has helped shape responsible business leaders who serve organizations of repute across the
globe. As an institution, XLRI continually strives to contribute its mite to the professional
growth and management of innumerable organizations that serve the public - especially
organized industry sectors, labour welfare, service agencies engaged in rural development,
education, health and other public systems.
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